Completeness in abstract interpretation is an ideal and rare situation where the abstract semantics is able to take full advantage of the power of representation of the underlying abstract domain. In this paper, we develop an algebraic theory of completeness in abstract interpretation. We show that completeness is an abstract domain property and we prove that there always exist both the greatest complete restriction and the least complete extension of any abstract domain, with respect to continuous semantic functions. Under certain hypotheses, a constructive procedure for computing these complete domains is given. These methodologies provide advanced algebraic tools for manipulating abstract interpretations, which can be fruitfully used both in program analysis and in semantics design.
Introduction
Abstract interpretation [8~ 9 ] is a widely established methodology for programming language semantics approximation, which is primarily used for specifying and then validating static program analyses. Given a so-called concrete semantics defined by a concrete domain C (a complete lattice) and a semantic function ~.] : Program -+ C, an abstract interpretation is specified by an abstract domain A (a complete lattice) and an abstract semantic function J[.]~ : Program -+ A, where the relationship between concrete and abstract objects is formalized by a pair of adjoint maps a : C -+ A and V : A -+ C such that a(c) ~A a means that a is a correct approximation of c. Then, a typical soundness theorem for an abstract interpretation goes as follows: For all programs P, c~ While soundness is the basic requirement for any abstract interpretation, the dual notion of completeness is instead an ideal and quite rare situation. Completeness arises when no loss of precision occurs by approximating c~([P]) with [P]~, i.e. when a(~[P]) = [P~. Roughly speaking, this means that the abstract semantics is able to take full advantage of the power of representation of the abstract domain A. In this sense, complete abstract interpretations can be rightfully considered as optimal. As before, for least fixpoint based semantics, completeness is implied by the following stronger condition called full completeness: ~ o Tp = T~p o ~ (cf. [9] ). For instance, the classical na~'ve "rule of signs" abstract interpretation is fully complete. In fact, the sign of a concrete integer multiplication can be exactly retrieved by the rule of signs applied to its arguments, i.e., by leaving out the details, sign(n 9 m) = sign(n) .~ sign(m), where .~ is the obvious abstract multiplication between signs.
The problem of achieving the completeness for an abstract interpretation, by enhancing either the abstract domain or the abstract semantic operators, has been investigated by a number of authors (see Section 9). While this has been successfully solved for some specific abstract interpretations and analyses, the more general problem of making a generic abstract interpretation complete in the best possible way (i.e. involving the most simple abstract domains and operators), is still, to the best of our knowledge, open.
We attack this problem from a domain perspective, since we show that, fixed a concrete semantics, both completeness and fully completeness for an abstract interpretation only depend on the underlying abstract domain. Thus, we develop an algebraic theory of domain completeness within the classical abstract interpretation framework. We concentrate on the set of all the domains~ in the lattice/:c of abstract interpretations of the fixed concrete domain C, which are complete and fully complete for a given family of semantic operators F, denoted resp. by A(C, F) and F(C, F). In Section 4, we prove that both A(C, F) and F(C, F) are always complete meet subsemilattices of /:c-Moreover, while we show that, in general, A(C, F) is not a join subsemilattice of ~c, even under very restrictive hypotheses on C and F, by contrast we prove that, when the functions in F are (Scott-)continuous, F(C, F) is a complete join subsemilattice of s c, and therefore a complete sublattice. It should be remarked that this latter result is far from being trivial.
Based on these results, in Section 5, we introduce a family of operators acting on abstract domains, which transform non-complete domains into complete or fully complete ones. There are two possibilities for doing this: Either by refining domains, i.e. by enhancing their precision by adding new elements, or by simplifying them by taking out some information which may cause incompleteness. Thus, following the ideas on systematic abstract domain refinements and simplifications introduced in [14, 18] , we define the complete and fully complete kernel operators ]K and ]C, and the least fully complete extension operator E. The first two are abstract domain simplifications which, given a set of concrete monotone functions F and an input abstract domain A, give as output the most concrete domains IK(A) and K:(A) which are more abstract than A and complete, resp. fully complete, for any f E F. E is instead an abstract domain refinement which, given a set of concrete continuous functions F and A, returns the most abstract domain ~(A) which is an extension (i.e. more precise) of A and fully complete for any f E F. By the aforementioned negative findings on the structure of A(C, F), an analogous least complete extension operator is not generally definable. These operators satisfy a number of relevant algebraic properties; in particular, we show that the least fully complete extension of a domain can be always achieved by decomposing the input domain into simpler factors and then by refining these simpler domains. In Section 6, we present a constructive method for designing least fully complete extensions and fully complete kernels of abstract domains, under the hypotheses that the concrete semantic functions in F are additive.
As a relevant example, we reconstruct the Cousot and Cousot [8] abstract domain of integer intervals as the least fully complete extension for integer addition of the rule of signs domain. Clearly, to be an abstract domain is a relative notion. Thus, our systematic operators can be also applied to refine or simplify domains for analysis relatively to other more precise -but still approximated -ones. In Section 8, we show how to apply our operators to devise an intelligent strategy for improving the precision of abstract domains, which takes into account the efficiency/precision trade-off in a systematic refinement step. We apply this idea to compare the expressive power of some well-known abstract domains for ground-dependency analysis of logic programs.
